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Definition

Description

Fkttl deuebpment consists of procedures and materials that enable performers

to achiane fluency, vJttich is the combination of accuracy and speed in perfor-

mance that optimally supports retention, stability (resistance to disraction), and

application (transfer of trainiug).

Educators in the I 960s and 1970s who applie d a method kn ovtn as pwiston ttath-

tag Findeq 1996; Lindsley, 1997) discovered that the rate at which a learner can

1. Fluency Building is a trademark of Binder Riha fusociates.
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accuratelyperform a given skill a{Iects the retention and stability of the skill itself
as well as the application of that sls:ll to more complor skills. They recognized that
daily practice---.using brief, timed sessions and immediate performance feed-

back---enabled learners to achieve higher rates of performancq as long as the in-
dividual components of the target behavior were themselves capable of being
performed at sufficiently high rates.

This work led to further research and application with schoolchildren and
to the development of carefirlly sequenced learning objectives and materials for
primary and secondary education, with a focus on basic skills. Use of this ap-
proach yielded dramatic improvements in students' standardized achievement
scores,

Ogden Lindsley founded the movement of precision teaching. Other early
pioneers in this method were Eric Haughton, Clay Starlin, Ann Starlh, and Ray
Beck. In the early l980s, Carl Binder, a researcher and trainer of teachers, de-
cided to bring fluency-based instruction into the field of perfonnance technology.
In the process, he formulateda methodology for building behavioral fluency in
adults that integrated the principles of precision teaching with the needs of the
workplace.

The dwelopment and the support of fluent perfomtance depend on both in-
stnrctional and environmental factors.

lnstructional Factors

One model of learning suggests that the learning process consists of three stage$:

acqu'isi,tian, practice, and application When learners first acquire a new skill, they
achieve the ability to perform accurately but not necessarily rapidly With elficient
practice, though, they achieve the ability to perform quickly and without hesita-
tion*and to do so for extended periods of time, so that &.y.r. relatively resis-

tant to fatigue and distraction. By pcrforming rapidly and without hesitation, they
retain what they have learned. Finally, after achieving fluency, they are able to
apply their skill to more complex performance; including improvisation and
creative combinations of behavior. These effects are obvious in some kinds of per-
formance, such as sports, but they are relatively unrecognized in academic and
workplace raining

This three-stage model of learning indicates that a learningprogram should
provide practice so that an individual can achie're fluenry prior to applying the
learning A common erroq however, is to arrange for acquisition, which does not
pmduce fluency, and then to morre into role playg case study activities, or other
application exercises. This means that practice is skipped and fluenry cannot be
obtained. Evidence suggests that skipping practice in this way may be one of
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the most significant reasorls that educational and corporate training programs do
not produce lasting performance change.

Environmental Factors

Bnvironmental factors can either support or constrain performance. Ergonom-
ics and user-interface design aim to eRsure smoofh, efficient interaction between
performer and environment In addition, structured writing produces reference
and learning materials that support fluent access to information. The technol-
ogy of fluency development, therefore, consists of removing any barriers to flu-
ent performance and creating materials and environments that encourage and
support fluency.

Fluency development methods are best used in situations in which learners

can engage in dirhibatedpractice rather than n omaningwhether in learning mod-
ules that are parts of larger programs or in stand-alone interventiorx. A self-study
program that allows for brief practice sessions each day over a period of several

weeks is idealn as are on-the-job traiuing and self-managed learning labs that are

part of longer classroom programs. Field-based coaching in sales and customer
service organizations lends itself to informal practice activities involving managers
or peers. Practice sessions that take place at larger events such as company con-
ferences can be highlyproductive and motivating as long as the scope of the prac-
tice is limited. Such sessions produce obvious in skills and knowledge
in a short time.

Jobs that require speaking with customers are among the most obvious ap-
plications of fluency development prccedures (for example, sales and customer
service). Those that involve qpecific phpicd sldlls are also good candidates (for ex-
ample, keyboarding or dweloping the finc rnotor skills required in assembly or
maintenance). In addition, jobs that involve typing as well as navigating through
a system with compl* cognitirre behavior (for exarnple, diugrorb responding to
requcsts, analyzing situations) can benefit fi.om efficient practice during initial
training In general, if a task requires repetition to achieve genuine skill and if the
criterion is truly mastery then fluency development can make a practical differ-
ence.

See Figure I for factors that obstruct fluency as well as those that support it.

When to Use

Consider using fluency development methods when any of the following condi-

tions exist.
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FIGURE 1. FACTORS THAT OBSTRUCT AND SUPPORT FLUENCY.

Category
Factors That

Prevent Fluency
Factcrs That

Support Fluen{y

Measurement M easurement procedures
that ignore the time
dimension

Measurement procedures
with too few response
opportunities for the
allotted time

Time-based performance
rneasurement and evaluation

More response opportunities
than an expert can complete
in the time allowed

Procedures Too few practice
opportunities

Preventing learners from
moving at their swn pace

Limited response
opportunities per minute

Sufficient practice to attain
fluency

Self-p-aced learning and
practice procedures

Many opportunities per
minute

Treating errsrs as learning
opportunities

Emphasis on
errors during

preventing
learning

Materials Too few examples

Materials that are difficult
to use or that waste paper,
movement, and so on

Unnecessarily wordy work
sheets and directions

Difficult to read and
comprehend

Many examples

Easy to manipulate or use;
efficient use of paper, space,
and movenrent

Succinct werk sheets and
directions

[asy to read and comprehend

Skill elements Critical steps in procedures
or cha*ned skills that are
not fluent

Tool skills or elements that
are not fluent

Fluent steps in procedures

Fluent tool skills or elements

Knowledge
elements

Prerequisite knowledge that
is not second nature or
fluent

Inability to fluently locate
critical information

Fluent prerequisite knowledge
(facts, concepts, structures,
principles, classifications, or
processes)

Ability to use reference
systems or iob aids fluently,
automatically
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When Behavior Must Be Performed Without Hesitation

In situations in which the target behavior (including the use of job aids) must be
performed smoothly and without hesitation, the person must be able to perform
a skill or exhibit knowledge in a competent and confident mnnner. If the initial
Iearningdoer notproduce suchpredictably fluentperformancg then efficientprac-
tice should enable the learner to achieve it. For example, salespeople must be able
to deliverpresentations confidentlyand smoothly and would therefore benefit from
fl uency development methods.

When Behavior ls Part of Activity to Be Performed Wlthout Hesitation

When the target behavior is a component of a more complex activity that must

be performed fluidly and without hesitation, fluency development methods are

appropriate. Sometimes the acquisition of a complex behavior is dilficult or im-
possible unless t}te person first acquires and then practices each separate compo-
nent of that activity until fluency is achieved. Iior example, the inability to use

touch typing fluently might keep customer service representatives from using ser-

vice automation software while diagnosing and recording problems over the
telephone-

When Behavior Must Be Performed at Length Wlthout Fatigue or Loss of
Attention

Achieving fluent perforrnance in relatively short intervals increases erdtranu and
resistarrce to distraction when the required duration of performance increases. For

example, consider the case of beginning instructional designers, whose job is to
produce nrodules of training day after day. To reduce the likelihood of mental fa-
tigue in their first few weeks on the job, &ey can benefit from practice in writing
clear instructional objectives, in matching tylpes of learning activities to objectives,
and in performing other key components of the process until they can do so for
short intervals at a rate of five to fifteen items per minute (depending on the spe-

cific activiry).

When Creative or lmprovisational Behavior Must Be Produced

Research shows that crearive or improvisational behavior benefits from fluent per-
Ibrmance of the componeats of such behavior. By increasing their performance
of components to high levels, learners increase the likelihood that these compo-
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nents will be available to them to combine in new ways. For exarnplc, being able

to improvise playing the guitar depends on a fluent repertoire of playing scaleg

chord changes, and riffs. Similarly, supervisors who must provide feedback to
difficult employees need a fluent repertoire of phrases and tactics that enable them
to adapt e{Iectively to a range of situations.

Case Studies

Two examples illustrate fluency development in different situations.

Fluency in Sales

Sales representatives in a medical equipment company needed to engage e{fec-

tively in a number of behaviors: speaking about scientific topics with doctors, dis-

cussing health care economics with hospital administrators, identifying specific

customer needs, matching those needs with features of their products that ad-
dressed those needs, presenting information about their products to groups of
nurses, and answering a broad array of questions. The sales development de-

partrnent prepared a set of flash cards-easy-to-use, structured reference and self-

study materials-to introduce the sales representatives to key information. The
flash cards covered basic facts and bits of knowledge and the sales representatives
practiced with them daily, with a goai of saying correct answers to thirty-five cards

in one minute.
The sales representatives also engaged in rapid-recall exercises. They blurted

out as many facts as they could about a particular topic, aiming to generate twenty
to thirty such facts per minute, and practiced talking through selected overhead
slides until they could combine what they knew into a confident, nicely paced pre-
sentation. They used practice sheets that required them to match dozens of state-

ments reflecting specific custorners' needs with product features.

Finally, in pairs the representatives practiced responding to tough questions
written on the fronts of 3-by-5-inch cards until they could cover the key ele-
ments of agreed-on answers (represented by bullets on the bacts of the cards) in
their own words and at the same pace they would use in conversing on a famil-
iar topic. In addition to these exercises, they completed timed multiple-choice tests

before and after periods of seltstudy and practice to assess their knowledge of
basic facts and associations.

The results of this program included the ability to complete fifteen to twenty
multiple-choice test items per minute on a posttest (a criterion that has obvious
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face validity in relation to the time of face-te.face sale$. In addition,
the sales representatives reported that they had never felt so confident about their
ability to talk about their customers' situations and to present products in a com-
petitive environmeut.

Fluency ln a Factory Process

In a second case, factory maintenance technicians performed routine mainte-
nance activities on the factory equipment. Procedural documentation was hard
to understand and read, and some steps in the procedures (for example, placing
rubber gaskets in hard-to-reach p}aces) involved difficult manual skills, Improv-
ing the documentation with job aids and stnrctured *ritios increased the ease

with which technicians could find and follow directions (and the liLelihood that
they would use the documentation rather than simply experiment). Bolated prac-
tice in performing the difrcult movements improved dexterity so that those steps

no longer prevented the technicians from working smoothly and accurately
through the procedures that ineluded those steps. Results included the ability to
find and use the correct procedural documentation and a more rapid acceler-
ation to maintenance time and quality standards once new technicians were on
the job.
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